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Betrayed By Microsoft?!?
By  J im  R u e

WHAT
an annoyance it is to discover that Outlook has
betrayed you. The program suddenly won’t display

your email stored in the past, nor will it download new mail. Worse is
discovering that unlike the Outlook Express you relied on before con-
verting to Outlook, all your email folders are now stored in a single
file. Worst of all is finding out after a little research that with all the
spam you get, Outlook has happily expanded your PST file (for that is
the name of the file extension used by Outlook) above two gigabytes.
Then Outlook errored out and froze. You cancel Outlook in the task list
and restart, hopeful that rebooting will resolve the problem. It doesn’t
work. You’re locked out of your email.

This can be all the more painful when it happens in the middle of a crit-
ical business activity. In fact, a single email that suddenly disappears at
just the wrong time can sometimes make a dramatic difference in the way
your workweek goes. If suddenly you have no access to email files short
of restoring from the most recent backup (at which time the most current
and most important data will be lost), you may lose opportunities, fail to
meet commitments or otherwise be forced to watch your business organ-
ization fall into disarray. There’s always webmail, you think. Then you
learn that the address book you might have used to recruit help in solving
the email problem is stored in your broken PST file as well.

Outlook Express has a problem similar to that of Outlook. If a sin-
gle folder exceeds two gigabytes, you will be unable to read that data.
But the chance that a single folder will exceed that size is substantially
less than the risk of having all of your Outlook email exceed 2 GB so
that Outlook fails. Also, Outlook Express stores your address in a sep-
arate file with a WAB file extension. That is helpful, but Outlook
Express lacks some of the features handy in Outlook.

Alternatives to the two often-maligned programs are few. Some users
swear by Eudora. Others find it difficult to adapt to and swear at it, but
Eudora has held about 5% of the user base for email for years. Other
options like Incredimail and AOL have their own infuriating problems.
AOL is a closed system that makes migrating data of any kind from it
difficult. Incredible as it may seem, Incredimail links to spyware.

DELIVERANCE

But a new option is available, and that is Thunderbird. No, we’re not
referring to the cheap Thunderbird wine you are probably thinking of.
This Thunderbird is an email handler from mozilla.org. Thunderbird is
an open source alternative that looks quite a lot like the email handlers
in use for years now. It has been separated out from the Mozilla suite.
Mozilla also once included what is now called Firefox. The two pro-
grams together, integrated with Composer and a couple of other things,
were once referred to as Netscape Communicator. That was before
AOL bought Netscape for $4 billion back in 1998.

The Thunderbird installer is free from mozilla.org, and versions are
available to run on Linux, OSX and Windows. The versions are nearly
identical to one another. Among other things, this similarity is intended
to encourage you and ease your transition when you are ready to move
to a Linux system.

STILL IN ITS INFANCY

The Thunderbird program is still in its’ first release. As this is writ-
ten, version 1.0.2 is available. There are yet limitations in the pro-
grams’ design, and it can be difficult for users who require that
Thunderbird behave identically to Outlook or Outlook Express. Unlike
Outlook, Thunderbird does not allow editing of Subject: lines in
incoming mail for example. Thunderbird does allow the handling of
multiple email accounts. It allows multiple identities as well, though
under Thunderbird they are called Profiles.

Many of the 25-million users who have downloaded Firefox since
last fall have also downloaded and installed Thunderbird. The 4.7MB
installer needs at least 64MB of memory in which to work, 52MB of
available hard drive space and a Pentium 233, but the program works
better with 128MB of memory and a 500MHz processor.

The installer is hardly even as complicated as the Firefox installer,
and that one is pretty simple. As with any Windows application, you
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are given a chance to change the directory into which Thunderbird will
be installed. Thunderbird allows RSS feeds for news but tells you
where the pertinent files will be located as it installs.

Unlike some email applications, the Thunderbird working environ-
ment is created with full disclosure. Help files explain exactly where
things are being put. Says computer consultant Michael Pleier of
Mission Viejo, CA, “Backing up my email with Thunderbird is very
simple. I just copy the entire Thunderbird directory and then paste it
into my backup volume.”

Pleier installed Thunderbird because he wanted to download attach-
ments to a new account he had created without allowing them to get mixed
in with his other email accounts. Says Pleier, “I set Thunderbird up with
Gmail. Then I realized that any Gmail I downloaded was automatically
archived so I could get to it later from another machine. I got a new com-
puter around the same time, and ever since then I have used Gmail as my
primary email account and Thunderbird as my primary email client.”

RSS FEED

The RSS Feed portion of Thunderbird has been noticed as a particu-
larly elegant section of code, and the best implementation of RSS in the
Internet industry. RSS stands for Real Simple Syndication. It is com-
parable to the push technology from the earlier days of the web, but a
user activates it by copying a link from the website of the originator and
pasting it into the appropriate location in Thunderbird. There is a new
inbox for RSS fed messages.

As T-bird is an open source application, a programmer can alter the
program if he or she wishes. The source code is on display at
lxr.mozilla.org for all to see, and as a result both Thunderbird and
Firefox have been translated into dozens of languages. All modifica-
tions to the source are vetted before they make their way into the code
set. That’s a good thing. No one wants to discover that a donated
enhancement to the program contains a nasty surprise.

BUGS AND BUGZILLA

Bugs remain in the current version of T-bird. The software is imper-
fect, as all software is. But happily, Mozilla maintains one of the best-
known online bug reporting tools. Bugzilla collects and logs errors and
malfunctions in Thunderbird and Firefox. When the anticipated
Sunbird calendaring program becomes generally available, Bugzilla
will undoubtedly log the bugs in that too.

Importing of past email from Outlook sometimes causes senders’
addresses to be lost, retaining only the senders’ name. Sometimes all
imported mail will be marked as unread. This can be a real inconven-
ience when thousands of emails are being brought in. Worse, imported
mail may all be dumped into a single folder. In fact, importing old
email files may be one of the most persistent problems.

On the other hand, installing the program and importing mail set-
tings are so simple that deleting everything you have done so far and
starting again is inconsequential compared to the difficulty some
Microsoft users have in importing data.

Those wishing to download email from free POP3 servers like
Hotmail or Yahoo will find it necessary to use services found at
yahoopops or freepops.org in conjunction with their Thunderbird.

Another issue is that Thunderbird won’t open TIF files arriving as
email attachments, at least not yet.

Just as in Firefox, java scripts and XML sometimes behave badly in
Thunderbird. XML is a Microsoft roadblock for many programs. Then,
Java controls have a history too of obscuring and obliterating data, and
simple graphical routines may be distorted or prevented from display-
ing altogether in either of the programs.

Perhaps the most debilitating aspect of Thunderbird to date is the
utter inability of the program to interact with MS Exchange Server.
Still, things are looking up for Thunderbird, and more enhancements
are yet to come.

PROTECTION STILL NEEDED

For the kind of desktop security we like it remains very important to
have a router installed and password protected, a current version of a
spyware tracker like Ad-Aware, and a good virus scanner installed with
up-to-date virus definitions.  

NaSPA member Jim Rue writes about computers and conducts training and
field service in Orange County, CA.
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Firefox Update
The folks at Mozilla earned their stripes by publishing Firefox,

an alternative to Internet Explorer reviewed recently in these
pages. Introduced in November 2004, the open source program
now has over 25 million users and has been ported to more
than 25 different languages.

Unfortunately, one of the original justifications for switching
to Firefox may be going away. Irate users have been stampeding
away from Internet Explorer because Firefox promised a popup-
free, spyware-free browser. Unfortunately popups have begun to
appear in Firefox too. One can only hope that the trickle of
Firefox ads will not turn into the deluge that Explorer has
become. Meanwhile from the web this fix that promises to pre-
vent Firefox popups:

Launch Firefox and type about:config in the address field.
Right-click anywhere in the page that appears and select New,
and Integer. Into the field marked “Enter the preference name,”
type “privacy.popups.disable_from_plugins” exactly and without
the quotes and click ‘OK.’ Then enter the number 2 into the
next prompt and ‘OK’ again.

Just as with Windows, Office, Explorer, etc., Mozilla recom-
mends downloading and installing updates to avoid unnecessary
online vulnerability, but as Firefox visibility grows, expect exploit
attempts to grow apace.

Perhaps the most debilitating aspect of
Thunderbird to date is the utter

inability of the program to interact
with MS Exchange Server.


